This research follows an earlier paper in the Journal of Public Transportation (Lyons and McLay 2000) and presents some observations on the state of passenger railway in the United Kingdom. Complaints about passenger rail continue to rise (see Office of Passenger Rail Franchising [OPRAF] 1999 and Office of the Rail Regulator [ORR] 1999). While there may be a number of reasons for this rise, including increased press coverage and improved complaint procedures, it is clear that a lack of investment in rail infrastructure led to increased delays and reliability (Department of the Environment Transport and the Regions [DETR] 1998). It is not clear from these statistics as to what people who continued to use the railway actually thought about the service. The Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC) granted access to its collection of complaints to make further inquiries, which showed that those who do use the railways are generally satisfied with the service.

Complaints
Written complaints filed with ATOC between the beginning of January 1998 and the end of January 1999 were examined and sorted by type of complaint, according to a scenario structure created beforehand. (The process of complaints arriving at ATOC is described in Lyons and McLay 2000) . A database was created in Microsoft Access to record information contained in the letters. Any information that gave details of recovery solutions, presentation of information, costs and time spent on any problem was entered into the database. Many letters gave journey details such as date, time, origin, and destination, allowing a comparison to be made between weekday, holiday, and weekend journeys. Journey time highlights differences between the actual times the passenger made on the journey and the times predicted by advance planning agencies such as the National Rail Enquiries Service (NRES).
Also detailed were journey planning information, including verification through repeat searching, showing the efforts people make to acquire information, what source they use, and how much they trust it.
Additional information discussed solutions that were presented to passengers in recovery situations (i.e., trying to continue a journey that did not progress as planned). Passengers' opinions on the suitability of this information were recorded.
These complaint letters are an extremely biased sample, mostly covering situations that are the fault of the rail service and not the fault of the traveler. For example, they mention arriving late at the departure station and missing the train. The letters are a record of people who are unhappy enough with their rail experience that they have complained. They are also all written complaints and biased by being only the complaints of people who would write to complain. There would always be bias retrospectively treating data as a set of survey responses. An overview of the information items identified from the complaint letters and the "responses" collected is given in Table 1 .
The frequency chart shows that the days most complained about are not commuting days, but weekends (and holidays) when passengers are not on their usual journeys. Table 2 shows that the current system of telephoning for information and getting a quote for the fare is not working properly. Between the NRES operator, prospective passenger, and ticket office, there is confusion over journey prices and schedules. It may be that the passenger is not clear with the phone operator about the desired trip (14 complaints concerned the wrong schedule) or that the operator used an out-of-date timetable (21 complaints concerned a nonexistent service). In any event, the passenger is not getting the desired information. If the passenger cannot get this information before making the journey, this has implications for customer satisfaction. While these passenger complaints represent an extremely biased sample, they show that certain situations generate dissatisfaction. A train in some way different from that expected, because the schedule or the price is different, causes the most complaints. While these situations would benefit by improving communication between the passenger and the operator, the remainder of this article describes the satisfaction of regular train passengers with the service they receive. Complaints were bundled according to the information needed to resolve them and particular attention was given to those that might affect actual rail journeys as opposed to those that would benefit from more reliable information at the outset. For this reason, and because the research was already investigating recovery situations, passengers were asked their opinions of the service they received when something went wrong with their journey to find out if there is something wrong with the railways that is encouraging people to drive.
Survey
Scenarios were developed from the complaints that matched the broad groupings in Table 2 . Passengers were asked what they would do if faced with these situations for their journey (for more on this process, see McLay and Lyons 2000) .
Although there are many problems with survey data (Oppenheim 1996) , matching scenarios to the journeys actually taken by passengers, and having them fill out the journey survey where possible, would provide more reliable information. Survey biases and the measures used to control them are noted in Table 3 . In fact, post survey analysis showed that there were no significant differences in responses between people who returned the surveys on the train and those who sent them back later. The survey route chosen in consultation with South West Trains was from Bournemouth to Woking (as shown in Figure 1 ). The route was long enough to allow some modal competition, variations in the event of a breakdown, varied origins and destinations (either internal or external to the route) allowing connections, onward journeys, and have commuter and leisure users.
The route is popular with commuters and people traveling from the west into London. There are direct and stopping services and competing coach services.
Passengers can disembark at Southampton or at Woking for the coach to Heathrow. Most travelers remain on board for London Waterloo. There were also a variety of ways to get to the station, including the underground in London and the ferry in Southampton.
After piloting the survey in March 2000, three dates were chosen around Easter for disseminating it. The timing of the survey around Easter would allow more people who were unfamiliar with their journey, and who, therefore, might be in more need of information, to be sampled. Wednesday, April 19, was chosen as a regular mid-week day. April 20 was included because there happened to be a strike by South West Train drivers, causing even regular travelers to seek more information than usual, and which allowed a comparison to be made with a follow-up survey one week later.
Analysis
Of the 1,200 questionnaires handed out, 550 were useable; 298 were collected on board the train and 252 were mailed back. (This 46% response rate compares very favorably with an industry standard of 33%.) Testing on differences of proportions shows a match within 95 percent confidence levels across all demographic categories between the survey results and South West Trains's demographic profile, although there is a higher number of the 35-54 age group in the survey (53% v. 37%). Across almost all questions there was little statistically significant difference in responses between those mailed back and those collected by hand. There were . This may be a consequence of young professionals working on the train and older people using the questionnaire to pass some time on the journey. These statistics mean that the results of the questionnaire can reasonably be assumed to apply to the passenger rail-using population. They also mean that mail-back questionnaires can be used to obtain data from the rail-using population, rather than collecting surveys by hand. Unless otherwise stated, there were no significant differences in responses by gender, age, or number of passengers traveling.
Passengers were asked how often they traveled by rail to test any effect of experience of incidents on actions. Of those who traveled by rail once a week or less, 52 percent would take a car if the train were not available, while 34 percent would cancel the trip. Of those who travel most days in the week, 38 percent would use a car, but 53 percent would cancel. Perhaps people who make irregular journeys place a higher value on them, while it may be that people who commute feel more able to use the rail company as an excuse to skip work.
Nearly 60 percent of the respondents drove or were driven to the station; 48 percent would have driven if the train were not available for that day's journey. These numbers indicate that half the sample could have driven if they wanted, but they prefer to take the train. Removing the effect of the London Underground from the sample (those traveling toward London cannot use the tube to get to the station), a chi-square test showed no significant difference at the 0.05 level between days 1 and 3 for methods of getting to the station. However, on day 2 (strike) more people drove to the station. Most people seem to have reasonably fixed methods of getting to the train station despite changing conditions (workday, strike, or holiday) as illustrated by the float times people allowed to catch a train. Analysis of variance showed no significant difference across days for leaving for the station earlier than necessary, arriving at the station early, or catching an earlier train.
Clearly, people who use the rail service, use it repeatedly. They may not feel like they have any real alternative, but they do continue to travel by rail. Table 4 shows that more than half the sample traveled at least once a week by train, with a further 17 percent traveling once a month. This experience of the rail service will effect information requirements. Part of people's rail experience is how they have found the service to be in the past. Of the 550 respondents, 146 had previously made a written complaint about the rail service, covering 180 "offenses." In 1998-99, there were 875,878,252 journeys nationally and 737,331 written complaints (ORR 1999). Based on this rate, 146 complaints represent 173,448 journeys, which explains why a researcher could not cover all the situations that resulted in complaints. Table 5 demonstrates that it is the actual provision of rail services that generates the most complaints. It also shows that a substantial number of complaints concern information (or its lack) and occasions when there have been disruptions to the rail service and passengers felt they could have been better informed.
When there is a problem with a rail journey, a person's prior experience of rail incidents can affect how they get information to recover the journey. Of those who travel by rail only a few times a year, 6 percent wanted to ask rail staff how to continue a journey that had been delayed. Less than 1 percent of more frequent travelers wanted this information. Commuter travelers seemed to know what their options were when they were on their daily trip; 49 percent of those who travel weekly wanted to know what their options were to recover a journey, but this fell to 19 percent for those traveling a few times a year. This group was more interested in getting clear information about the delay and in being told how to proceed (rather than choosing from options) than any other group.
People can only seek information when they know what is available. To understand this, passengers were asked how they got information to make the current journey. More than one information source was used, perhaps because people could not find the information they wanted from the initial source or because they wanted to double-check. The 550 survey respondents totaled 632 sources as shown in Table  6 . The largest group relied on their own prior knowledge. Of the 27 percent who used a paper timetable, half did not carry one on the current journey, so 16 percent of travelers were using a paper timetable purely for pretrip information. From the survey, 69 percent could not give a reasonable approximation of the NRES number. A number of people indicated that they did not know about the NRES. Internet users get free access at work, they may be less inclined to pay for Internet access themselves. Most households now have a telephone, half the U.K. population has a mobile telephone, yet only 13 percent of the sample used it to get information. Just because one has the equipment does not mean they will seek the information.
More than 70 percent of the respondents had either a mobile phone or a portable computer (14% carried a computer). Of these, 66 percent did not know the NRES number. Nearly half the sample carried a timetable booklet with them, although 31 percent had not used it to get information for the current journey. Presumably they know where they are going and carry the timetable out of habit or for emergencies.
Even under optimum conditions, useful information systems must present items wanted by passengers. Asked to pick the most important item from a list, passenger order of main preference for the current journey was first available train (30%), followed by shortest journey time (29%), lowest price (14%), and getting a seat (12%). For general rail travel, passengers prioritized their requirements as shortest journey time (41%), fewest connections (21%), lowest price (19%), and first available train (13%). These results show how important travelers view quickness of journey. However, enough respondents also requested getting a seat to have made this as desirable as catching the first available train. During an incident, 24 percent wanted updated arrival or departure information, 26 percent wanted to know the length of the delay, 13 percent wanted to know the cause, 3 percent wanted to know how it was going to be fixed, while 21 percent did not want any information at all. They were content to wait and be informed.
Passengers were asked attitudinal questions about journey recovery situations. These questions were based on South West Trains internal Satisfaction Information System (Figure 2 ), which found staff was not seen as helpful, although the response of staff was thought to be clear. Figure 3 shows that survey respondents found staff as more helpful than clear. Travelers also felt that they had enough information to proceed with their journey, but they were less impressed with information available to overcome problems during a journey.
Figure 2. SWT Satisfaction Information System
Figure 3. Attitude to Problems
When queried as to what they want in terms of improvements to the rail service, Figure 4 shows that the passengers' highest requests were for more trains or seats, or using existing trains more effectively (e.g., by allowing passengers without seats to use unoccupied spaces in first class). Better quality information and advice, especially improved public announcement clarity, was the next mentioned item.
Figure 4. Passenger Wants
There were 12 mentions of real-time information. Some suggested it was not currently feasible, but most said it was desirable. These mentions of real-time information are valuable because they were spontaneous. People who do not know about the possibilities from information technology cannot suggest improvements, placing a higher value on unprompted recommendations.
Prompt arrival time was important for 62 percent of the respondents. Adverse consequences include missing events and connections, making a bad impression, having to work late, incurring a financial cost, stress, and having to wait. Despite the importance attached to these 183 references to arriving on time, people were not prepared to pay to obtain information that could overcome a problem with their journey. Figure 5 shows that there can be quite a delay before passengers feel the need to replan a journey. 
Conclusions
The above analysis indicates that there is considerable good will toward the passenger rail industry. Passengers are habitual (nearly two thirds travel every week, half could drive). They prefer the human touch when it comes to information (79% would ask staff what to do if a train was cancelled), but they will use technology as well. The Train Operating Company (TOC) should ensure that its staff has the most accurate information possible.
When there is a problem, passengers will wait for delayed trains. They want to be kept informed, but most will remain with the rail network rather than seek an alternative mode. Passengers want to know what is going on and what the TOC is doing about it. They want to know the quickest way of getting to their destination, but in the event of an incident they are prepared to wait for the TOC to find a solution for them. TOCs should provide passengers with information that will enable them to continue with their journey by rail. This loyalty/apathy is particularly manifested in the way passengers think about punctuality. TOCs are obliged by the regulator to consider a train that arrives five minutes after the scheduled time as late. This is in contrast to the way car drivers think of punctuality or the way passengers think of lateness, which only occurs when they miss a connection or the start of a meeting. Compare this situation with a sports event in which the start may be delayed to allow spectators to get to their seats. This is considered desirable. Rail travel has not been allowed this sort of flexibility, even though passengers may consider it desirable.
During the fuel crisis of September 2000, while the rail regulator was praising the efforts of rail staff to get to work, the media reported trains failing to cope with the influx of people who were unfamiliar with the rail system (Strategic Rail Authority 2000). TOCs need to get better press. Advanced information promotes a feeling that the rail company is looking to make improvements and will also deliver network benefits in improved operation of the network, both for the TOC and the passengers. The introduction of pocket PCs will enable front-line staff to provide accurate timetable information. Some TOCs have begun loading this information onto the Internet. Furthermore, this information must be integrated. Passengers expressed an interest in a better modal interchange (see JourneyWeb 1999; PTI 2000) .
Rail companies need to advertise information sources; 70 percent of passengers could not give an approximation of the NRES number. If the TOCs display the NRES number in every carriage, this would enable those phone carriers who do not recall the NRES number to use the service. It would also inform passengers who do not know about NRES that the service is available. More than a third of those surveyed by the Association of Transport Co-ordinating Officers, when prompted about the availability of information agreed that "if it were easier to get information about public transport services, I would use public transport more" (Association of Transport Co-ordinating Officers 2000). In the same survey, just 21 percent of respondents who would consider making a long-distance trip by train mentioned NRES as a source of information. None of those whose train was cancelled at the outset used NRES for recovery information despite nearly two-thirds of those who used NRES describing it as completely accurate (Harris Research Centre 1998).
It may seem obvious that passengers want modern carriages. Tables 1 and 6 show that passengers complain about the condition of the railway service (actual journeys, overcrowding, delays) more than they complain about information. Rail companies know this and are already expending most of their efforts in this area (Stagecoach has announced a £1.5 billion order for new trains that should generate an extra 70,000 peak-time seats per day. An additional £137 million will be spent refurbishing existing rolling stock.). However, TOCs may not appreciate the depth of feeling in this matter. Forty percent of the survey sample wanted to ensure they had a seat for their journey. Passengers want empty first-class carriages to be made available when there are no seats left in standard class.
There is a popular perception that rail (in the United Kingdom at least) is old, dirty, and inefficient (see Automobile Association 1997; delayed.net 1999) . This view appears to be held most strongly by people who do not regularly travel by rail or who tried rail during the fuel crisis when the services were overstretched. It appears that those who regularly travel by rail are largely satisfied with the service. The upgraded rolling stock should at last be some good news to persuade car drivers that there is nothing wrong with the railways.
